New
Build
Knowledge
10 essential steps you need to take
when buying a new home
Words RACHEL MANTOCK
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NEGOTIATE TO SECURE
A DISCOUNT

Begin by checking the asking price of
your new build against a similar sized, secondhand home in the area, to make sure the
premium you pay for your new build isn’t too
large. Ask for at least a 5 per cent discount,
there are also deals to be done towards the
end of a financial year as firms will be keen to
move their stock to get extra capital in quickly.
Establish your maximum price before you begin
negotiations and be prepared to walk away.
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CHECK THE DEVELOPERS’
TRACK RECORD

If something seems off or wrong
with a new property, it probably is. Getting to
know as much about the developers of a
new build property as you can is paramount
if you want to avoid buying a property that
has been badly built. Go and visit past
properties by the same developer so you can
see how they have stood the test of time.
Speak to the owners of these homes and ask
if there have been any problems, and if so, in
what manner and timescale did the
developers respond with a solution?
Don’t ignore red flags; if you are coming
across complaints, there are probably valid
reasons for them.
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SHOP AROUND FOR THE
BEST DEAL

Developers will offer incentives to try
and take customers away from their
competitors, such as, free furnishings, a car
parking space, and paying your legal fees or
your stamp duty. Use this to your advantage by
negotiating these freebies into your deal;
however be aware that any incentives offered
to you over 5 per cent of the asking price will
impact how much a bank is willing to lend you.
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INVESTIGATE THE
SERVICE CHARGES

Service charges for new
builds are significantly higher than
those for older properties and vary
rapidly between different areas of
London. New build complexes are
increasingly offering more in the way
of amenities, with many throwing in
libraries, gyms, cinema rooms and 24
hour concierges as standard, which
all contribute to soaring service
charges although they do add value.
Buying a freehold property also
doesn’t mean you avoid these costs,
as those built on private roads often
incur charges relating to upkeep.
Sometimes service charges are
uncapped and can escalate quickly.
The hidden costs of perks must be
factored in to your considerations
concerning affordability.
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GET ‘LONG STOP’
COMPLETION INSURANCE

This is especially important when you
are buying off plan. This means that the builder
will be liable to pay you compensation if your
home is not ready to move in by a certain
date. This allows you to plan ahead without any
nasty surprises that could cost you thousands in
rent. A contract does not replace the need for
long stop completion insurance, although most
developers will have this as part of their
contract works cover. Make all the necessary
enquiries regarding insurance as small
developers may not have any.
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DO NOT RELY SOLELY ON
ROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

Your main focus should be on factual
information. Visiting the showroom and going
through the promotional material is not enough
to make a sensible decision. Make sure to get a
proper specification and breakdown of the
technical details early on. Think beyond the
showroom product that has been set up
specifically to appeal to buyers. Promotional
material will be intentionally vague about the
property’s least attractive aspects, so pick up on
these and enquire. Likewise, the property’s best
assets will be over promoted.

BE INVOLVED AT EVERY STAGE OF THE BUILD

NHBC warranties will not cover quality finishes or
workmanship, so make sure you are pleased with the
standard of finish at every stage of the build, especially just before the
final completion. Before you begin serious negotiations regarding an
off plan new build, you should have already seen detailed plans and
specifications, outlining exactly what the developers intend to create.
These plans should include measurements and specific descriptions of
finishes and materials. Plans that are vaguer than this mean that the
developer has scope to divert away from what they initially offered
you, potentially resulting in a lower quality build.
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GET FIRST DIBS

Register ahead of the game for the
development you are interested in
and make sure you get to the sales day first if
you are prepared to buy – this will give you the
chance to pick and buy the best flat on the
best floor. Those who buy early tend to do the
best financially because flats that are part of
the Phase One stage are always cheaper, as
the popularity of the development has yet to
build. Many of those who buy early on in the
off-plan stages of a London development will
see their property value rise rapidly before the
project is even completed.
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MAKE YOUR MORTGAGE
OFFER LAST

Completion of new builds is often a
timely process, even after contracts have been
exchanged. A mortgage offer from your bank
will be valid for a maximum of six months
typically. This means that aspects of your
mortgage offer or the entire offer can be
withdrawn before your property is completed,
losing you your deposit and making you liable
for developer losses. To minimise the risk of this,
make sure your long stop completion date
agreement specifies a date that occurs before
the expiry date of your mortgage offer.
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DON’T BE DAZZLED BY THE
SHOWROOM

Developers use clever methods to
make rooms look as big as possible – with
multiple mirrors, smaller beds and an absence
of clutter. You need to study the floorplan to
see if your furniture will fit in the rooms. The
friendly sales advisor will also use high pressure
tactics, offering incentives such as free
furnishing and a price discount if you agree to
sign a contract immediately. The model in the
showroom is likely to be a copy of their highest
spec apartment, unlike the one they are trying
to persuade you to buy.
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